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Abstract 
Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) is the execution of a smgle discrete event 
simulation on a parallel computer The optimistic PDES lnechanism performs well over 
conservative PDES, because of its ability to exploit parallelism better, and less depend- 
ence on lookahead provided by the application Thls thesis investigates the design and 
implementation of operat~ng system functionality, speclficaly intended to support execu- 
tion of cbstributed discrete event sirnulatlon programs We have Implemented the Time 
Warp optimistic PDES mechamsm inslde the Linux operating system kernel by modifying 
its source code Our implementation, named k ~ l a y ~ t r z ,  is aimed at exploxting parallelism 
at the system level and support simulations with large and complex state space The Time 
Warp scheduling mechanism has been ~ncorporated mto the Linux kernel by adding a new 
slmulatlon class The state saving mechanism has been i mplemented inside the Linux vir- 
tual memory manager by treating the entire data segment as state space A separate state 
swap 1s used for saving the states All kinds of file I/O and pipes have been modlfied 
inside the Linux kernel to respect Tlme Warp sernantlcs, thus providing a platform that 
can run new kmds of simulation The performance of k ~ I a ~ ~ t ;  was evaluated by runnlng 
test inputs provided with WARPED, a freely avadable Time Warp implementation 
